Ergonomically Designed In-Ear Hi-Res Audio Headphones

The SE-CH5T headphones offers tangle resistant cables that are designed to be worn over-the-ear to reduce cable touch-noise and ensure a comfortable, secure fit.

Premium Audio

- Developed and certified for playback of Hi-Res Audio Formats
- Ultra-Wide-Spectrum 9.7 mm (3/8”) Dynamic Drivers for accurate detail reproduction and excellent imaging performance
- Airflow Control Port Technology improves mid-band clarity
- Tuned for impressively clear, accurate, and enjoyable sound

Cable Features

- Tangle-resistant braided cable with Gold-plated 3.5 mm (1/8”) headphone jack assures quality sound reproduction with minimal touch-noise
- Inline remote control and microphone with call answer/end function and limited audio control when used with selected smartphones

Design and Ergonomics

- Over-the-Ear cable design reduces cable touch-noise, ensures a comfortable and secure fit
- Ribbed silicon earphone tips supplied in S/M/L sizes provide a comfortable seal against noise with minimal leakage
- Tough L-shaped 3.5 mm (1/8”) headphone jack resists pressure damage

Specifications

- Driver Design: Fully Enclosed 9.7 mm (3/8”) Dynamic Driver
- Impedance: 26 Ohms
- Frequency Response: 8 Hz–45 kHz
- Sensitivity: 108 dB
- Maximum Input Power: 100 mW
- Cable: 1.2 m (4 ft) Braided OFC
- Connections: 3.5 mm (1/8”) Stereo Plug
- Weight: 7 g (0.015 lbs) not including cable
- Accessories: Supplied with Silicon Earphone Tips (S/M/L) and Carrying Pouch
- Carton Dimensions: (LxWxH) 3.35 x 1.97 x 5.83 Inches
- Carton Weight: 0.33 lbs.